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Who We Are
Introducing Zinkand Golf Design



WHAT TO EXPECT ::
Zinkand Golf Design has passionately studied the history of golf architecture. We traveled 
the world, examining the ideals and gaining inspiration from the game’s great precedent 
designs. Having studied their contours, textures, strategies and even historical figures 
now lends diversity and agility to each new endeavor. Our designs do more than overhaul 
the technical deficiencies… we lend our vision, background and hands-on ethic to every 
layer and aspect of the course, a holistic approach fundamental to Zinkand Golf Design.

David B. Zinkand . Principal / Golf Course Designer

WE ARE ::
Authentically daring, we design courses of substance, layered with complexity, that 
elevate the strategy and enhance the playability of our favorite pastime ... golf. 

Our studio is an agile, boutique-collaborative, a certain departure from typical golf 
course design firms. We believe passion, experience and a hands-on process are the keys 
to exceptional golf design. In striving to achieve a site’s full potential, we embrace the 
history of the game and draw inspiration from the landscape itself, an age-old principle 
of landscape architecture known as Genius loci. For us, more than anything, it is about 
lending our creative vision, sense of terrain and depth of experience to those who seek 
substance from the game. We’re not for everyone ... and we’re okay with that.

Who We Are



OUR PROCESS
A Holistic View



Much of golf’s allure lies in its diverse fields of play. Working with clients to draw from 
and enhance each site is how we achieve fulfillment. We aim to create environments that 
enrich the quality of the sport and the lives of those who engage in it. Our integrated 
design approach emphasizes the relationships between each element of a course for the 
benefit of the overall layout. In examining these components, we introduce our clients to 
the simple acronym, S.P.A., which incorporates the most common concerns we initially 
study – Strategy, Safety, Playability, Agronomy and Aesthetics.

While this analytic persective is important, we believe instilling the utmost variety and 
balance to a course’s strategic opportunities, contouring and aesthetics is critical. This 
is where our prodigious effort to study the classic courses in golf bears fruit. With these 
insights, we produce striking artistry and provide players intriguing and durable 
decision-making opportunities. 

But we don’t stop with analytics and the drawing board. 

After all, the building process itself is what produces great results in any worthwhile 
endeavor. What better office for a golf designer than the fresh air of the site itself? We 
apply our background in design, project management, contouring and, yes, even 
handwork to constructing our beautiful and complex features. These are fashioned in 
concert with the superintendent who will inherit the task of maintaining and enhancing 
our results.

STEP 01

OUR PROCESS
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NOTABLE PROJECTS
Desert Forest . Cave Creek, AZ



DESERT FOREST
Desert Forest Golf Club opened in 1962 and remains a true golfer’s club. There is no pool, the conditioning is firm and fast and so is the pace of 
play. Architect Red Lawrence’s minimalist layout is worthy of its acclaim as one of the finest courses in the Southwest United States with naturally 
undulating fairways tiptoeing through rugged desert terrain. However, modern maintenance expectations combined with years of organic build-up 
left the soil profiles wanting. Concern over turf quality on the native push-up greens forced the Club to seek an architect. This began to compromise 
the pleasure and financial security the Membership had long garnered from their course.

After a diligent selection process by the Architecture Committee and 
Board, Zinkand Golf Design was chosen to develop a five-year 
masterplan. Historical evidence was collected on the original layout 
and the existing infrastructure, features and conditions were 
scrutinized. Addressing the long-term viability of the Club by 
remedying the putting surfaces and optimizing the overall experience 
for the future became the priorities. Already providing agronomic 
services to the Club, Troon Management recommended a 
California-style green profile as the long-term solution for the greens. 
In addition to rebuilding the greens, Desert Forest’s bunkers, 
approaches, as well as many fairways, tees and native areas were 
also slated for improvement. It became apparent to the Board that 
implementing Zinkand Golf Design’s Masterplan in one fell swoop 
would be more economical than a five year installation and provide 
the most benefit towards the longevity of the Club. As such, a 
financing strategy was organized, Membership was given full access 
to the design proposal and several Q&A sessions were held leading to 
a 179-4 vote of approval.

During construction, ZGD provided design oversight and shaping, with 
Landscapes Unlimited handling duties as the contractor and 
Superintendent Todd Storm offering additional labor, supervision and 
native revegetation of the desert. David personally shaped the greens, 
dramatically increasing their pinable area and variety, while retaining 
the best strategic elements. Bunkers were given a rugged, 
meandering aesthetic using a thick, turfed lip and undulating lines to 
highlight the naturally contoured fairways and native desert. 
Approaches and fairways were massaged where strategy and 
character could be improved. Tees were added, extended and even 
shortened to enhance the layout, as well as the short green to tee 
walks of Lawrence’s elegant routing. Desert Forest Golf Club 
aggressively addressed their goals of providing the best greens and 
playing experience possible, along with securing the long-term 
viability of the Club. Members are now enjoying the benefits of 
Zinkand Golf Design’s sympathetic renovation – a project carried out 
on time and under budget. The results, by all indications, should 
ensure the vitality of Desert Forest Golf Club for decades to come.



ANTON WILKE . member liason for desert forest golf club

We made one decision in our renovation project that was key to our success: hiring Zinkand Golf Design.  David has a fantastic minimalist aesthetic, 
a strong work ethic and a deep understanding of how golf is - and should be - played.  He showed up with a team of incredibly talented people who 
were committed to doing whatever was necessary to make the project a success.  We are confident that having David's name associated with our golf 
course will serve us well in the decades ahead.



ROGER BACON . GENERAL MANAGER FOR DESERT FOREST GOLF CLUB

Our relationship with David involves one of trust and commitment.  We placed into his hands this golf course with its cherished place in the hearts of 
Desert Forest members. The results exceeded our expectations.  To us, David Zinkand represents the past, the present and the future of golf course 
architecture.  His formidable talent and achievement at Desert Forest will certainly stand the test of time.



Bandon Preserve . Bandon, OR



BANDON PRESERVE
Mike Keiser, owner of Bandon Dunes Golf Resort, has the same remarkable ability to develop successful golf projects he showed in the greeting card 
business. Keiser recognizes the simplicity in the game and creates fun, efficient destinations that focus on satisfying a golfer’s foremost interests. 
He often manages to provide the “retail golfer” what they didn’t even know they want, ensuring a satisfied customer. Keiser long held an interest 
in creating a short course at Bandon Dunes. The question was simply how to do so in a manner that would compel visitors to venture beyond the 
Resort’s four highly acclaimed eighteen hole layouts. 

When Bill Coore originally routed Bandon Trails, his reluctance to head 
into abrupt dunes to the west left a perfect conversation piece when 
the time came to locate a short course. Bill and Mike naturally 
migrated to these choppy dune formations sloping hard toward the 
Pacific, where short holes fit infinitely better than par fours and fives. 
During early site visits to the site, the dense shore pines and gorse 
made movement around sections of the property difficult. This heavy 
vegetation is part of a succession of plants enabled by European 
Beachgrass, which wiped out nearly all the habitat of a low-lying 
native, known as Silvery Phacelia, once prominent among these 
dunes. Over time a layout offering a dozen unique short holes was 
found along the natural terrain that would also provide permanent 
protection for the endangered Silvery Phacelia. A thirteenth hole was 
added at the start of construction, once clearing had largely been 
finished and a perfect green site along the western extreme of the 
layout was exposed. Throughout the routing and construction, care 
was taken to ensure the Silvery Phacelia’s open sand habitat would be 
expanded and protected as a result of the new course.

Today, Silvery Phacelia thrives around the course and inspires both the 
Preserve name and logo. An intended consequence of this 
conservation effort is the sandy aesthetic the Preserve enjoys, 
providing handsome contrast with the varied habitats of the Resort’s 
other courses. Each of the thirteen holes presents a new scenario, 
including a short pitch to the punchbowl eighth and the blind tenth, 
where only the flag is visible from the tee. Demand for Bandon 
Preserve is so intense tee times are necessarily limited to ensure 
quality turf conditions. As the sole Design Associate from Coore & 
Crenshaw involved at Bandon Preserve, David’s responsibilities were 
comprehensive, including contributing preliminary design concepts, 
project management, as well as shaping all thirteen greens set 
amongst this rugged, spectacular site. The non-traditional layout 
continues to receive acclaim, but the greatest reward for our work at 
Bandon Preserve is how often we here golfers from around the country 
remark it is the “most fun I’ve ever had playing golf!” 



Mike Keiser . Founder of Bandon Dunes Resort

I have worked with Dave Zinkand on two projects, Bandon Trails and Bandon Preserve, at Bandon Dunes Golf Resort and have nothing but praise to 
offer you. Especially at Bandon Preserve, Dave was the day-to-day head of the 6 month construction process and the 13-hole par 3 golf course has 
surpassed all of our expectations. The course that Dave shaped by bulldozer, and by hand in many cases, is over the top on aesthetics and surreal 
beauty. He was brilliant!



Bill Coore & Ben Crenshaw . COORE & CRENSHAW

When we first met David, he was a young, enthusiastic Cornell graduate, well versed in the theory and strategy of golf architecture. Through hard work 
and diligent on the job study, he became an artisan capable of creating beautifully crafted golf features and learned to skillfully and efficiently 
manage budgets, schedules and construction projects. David has the talent and preparation for success. Perhaps more simply stated, David has our 
highest recommendation.



REFERENCES
Hearing From Clients



REFERENCES
Coore & Crenshaw
Bill Coore, Partner :: (512) 431 9351
Scott Sayers, VP Business Development :: (512) 478 3483
Ben Crenshaw :: By Request

Bandon Dunes Golf Resort
Mike Keiser, Owner – (312) 794 8480
Ken Nice, Director of Agronomy – (541) 297 1074
Henry ‘Hank’ Hickox, GM/VP – (541) 347 5959

Desert Forest Golf Club
Roger Bacon, Club Manager – (480) 488 4589
Anton Wilke, Member Representative – (248) 310-9437

Architecture Editor for Golfweek
Bradley Klein – (860) 508 7696

Weekapaug Golf Club
Don Urso, Superintendent – (401) 595 1558
Wesley ‘Wes’ Sparks, Former Green Chairman – (914) 772 2069

Canyon Springs
Dave McCollum, Owner – (208) 732 5680

Old Elm Club
Kevin Marion, General Manager – (847) 903 4227
Curtis James, Superintendent – (224) 244 4765



Kevin Marion . General Manager

Old Elm had the foresight 100 years ago to hire perhaps the two most acclaimed architects of all time, Harry S. Colt and Donald Ross. Dave’s 
understanding of Colt’s and Ross’ work was key in interpreting their intentions. His attention to detail while going over the Colt plans and notes versus 
the work Ross left was very impressive.  I feel Colt and Ross would be proud of the job Dave did. I know Old Elm is.



Wes Sparks . Green Committee Chairman 2003-2009

The objective of our renovation was to modernize the bunkers and address several safety concerns. Once the preliminary design was agreed upon with 
the Board, Mr. Zinkand and Mr. Bradley took control and were given a great amount of autonomy which produced an outstanding renovation. Jeff and 
David’s attention to detail for the golf course design and construction was keen, and most importantly they completed the project on time and within 
our budget constraints.



CONTACT
zinkandgolfdesign.com



CONTACT

David B. Zinkand . Principal, Golf Course Designer
(602) 859 5551
dave@zinkandgolfdesign.com

Address
8424 E Via De Encanto
Scottsdale, AZ 85258

Clients like us. Competitors respect us. You’ll never forget us, our process or our 
results.

We would love the opportunity to help you achieve your design goals. Put us to the 
test and experience the difference found with Zinkand Golf Design.

Thank You,
 
David Zinkand, Principal
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